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- 
The crystallographic-optical theory upon which the determination

of the indices of refraction of a birefringent mineral by the immersion
method is based, is very adequately treated in a number of texts, so it is
not the purpose of this paper to approach the subject from that stand_
point' But the application of this theory to the routine determination
of minerals is an art which the student acquires chiefly by practice. The
student finds himself confronted with the necessity of doinj three things
simultaneously, no one of which in itserf would give him much difficulty,
but taken together they contrive to delay his mastery of the petro_
graphic microscope. The first essential, of course, is an understanding
of the theory upon which the determinations of the indices of refraction
are based; secondly, he must interpret his observations under the micro-
scope in terms of this theory; and, thirdly, he must at the same time de-
velop a manipulative technique or skill in the use of the microscope as a
mechanical instrument. The present treatment is an attempt to bridge
the gap between theory and practice.

In the great majority of cases the petrographic microscope is only a
useful tool and the determination of the indices of refraciion an im-
portant step in the identification of the mineral. Too often though, the
emphasis is placed upon the refinement of procedure, and the main ob-
jective, the identif ication of the mineral, b..o-., subordinated to the
method of attack. rt is recognized that in certain types of research, ac-
curacy in the determination of the optical constants becomes one of the
main objectives of the problem. rn general, however, the variations in
the chemical composition within a singre minerar species make ex-
tremely accurate determinations of rittle varue, unress aicompanied by a
chemical analysis of the same materiar. rt is hoped that notiring in this
presentation will be interpreted as meaning that a thorough grounding
in fundamental crystal optics is not desirabre. The sole furf,ose is to
present an exposition of a method that has been found satisfactory in the
routine determination of the optical constants as a means of identifying
minerals, in the hope that others may profit from it.

* Authors' Note-This is a presentation of some of the principres which have been
used for a number of years in giving erementary instruction i' the use of the petrographic
microscope without a rigorous treatment of optical theory.
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pal indices of refraction (scalar properties) but also the vibration direc-

lions within the crystal (vector properties) for the rays possessing those
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The value of c,r can be easily determined with exactness and usually it
is not necessary or advisable to determine e with a corresponding ac-
curacy in the routine determination of minerals. But whenever it is
necessary to determine e accurately, the orientation of the fragment
should always be checked by observing an interference figure of the char-
acter described above.

a
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rotating the stage through 90' it will be parallel to the plane of trans-

mission of the polarizer. Consequently, in that position ,'Y maY be deter-

mined in positive minerals and a in negative minerals'

The student is apt to get the impression that only fragments showing

interference figures perpendicular to either an optic axis, an acute or ob-

1 This statement holds whether the mineral is positive or negative

2 Cornpare with Fig. A.
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tuse bisectrix, or the optic normar are available for the determination ofthe principal indices of refraction. Actually, if any one of the threeprincipal optical sections is vertical, one of the principar indices may bedetermined in the direction normar to that principal section by rotating
the stage so that the normal to the principal ,..tion i, pu.uil.r to theplane of transmission of the polari zer (theprincipal section being in theE-Wposition).

In accordance with the foregoing discussion the following general
rules may be laid down:

From any fragment giving an interference f,gure possessing vne ptane ofsymmetry zaith reference to the f,eld. oJ aision}-one oy tt, pr;irr;pal indices
may be determined (Fi_gs. B, C, D, C, H, and. I). With the plane of sym_
metry lying in the E-w position, the index of refraction is determined inthe N-S position.

^From any fragment giaing an interference f,gure possessing tvLo pl,anes
of symmetry with respe.ct to the f,etd. oj aisi.on,i iro oy the priniipol ,ind.ices
may be d.etermined. (Figs. A, E, F, and. -/). These.o..".porrd io the twoextinction positions.

rn practice it is generally true that the student does not crush his frag-rnents fine enough. He also is very apt to use far too many fragments ina single immersion mount' He expects his interference figuies to re-semble those pictured in texts. As a rule the average interference figures
will resemble those obtained from feldspars in rock sections of standard
thickness, in respect to the width and sharpness of the ,,brushes,, andlack of rings. ff, because of a distinct cleavage, it is difficult to findproperly oriented fragments, finely ground glass may be added to thecrushed mineral.s Some of the pieces of glass will lie under the edges ofthe fragments and give to some fragmerrt, th. desired orientation. Be_cause of the isotropic character of the glass, this method should not causeconluslon.

The index of the mineral and that of the immersion liquid can be bestcompared under high magnification, using an objectiie giving 45 Xmagnification, for instance. Because of the difference in dispersion be_tween the liquid and the mineral a spectrum is observed along the con-tact when the indices of the two are crose. when the indices of theimmersion liquids are standardized for definite wave lengths of right, semi-
monochromatic determinations may be made in white iight by Jbserving

3'a strictly speaking, this holds only for monochromatic light. The moderate dispersionobserved in some monocrinic and triilinic -in"rul. on"r, .ro serious difficulty to such ageneralized statement.
5 Larsen, Esper S., and Berman, lFrarcy: U . S. GeoI. Suraey, Bull,. g4g, p. 22.
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the movement of the colors of the spectrum along the contact between

the mineral and the liquid.

Inconclus io, 'wewishtoemphasizethat thereareinreal i tyaninf in i te
number of possible orientatior]s available for the determination of each

of the principal indices of refraction, that a routine procedure is not al-

ways desirable because experience points the way to "short-cuts"' and

that usually the errors involved in the method are smaller than the

known variations of the indices within a mineral species' we also feel

t ha tme thodsbasedupon theuseo f f ragmen tswhoseo r i en ta t i onshave
been observed are -,r.h to be preferred to statistical methods involving

the determination of ..ra*i-u- and minimum indices of refraction ex-

hibited by a large number of fragments' Where the orientation is known

the recanbenoques t i onabou t thev ib ra t i ond i rec t i onsand ind i ces in
the f ragmen ts ,and themethod i s f ree f romthee r ro rs tha tp ronounced
cleavages are apt to introduce into the statistical method' We further

believe that the use of fragments of known orientation usually requires

no more time, but on the contrary generally saves time because one

oriented section will give information obtainable only after the examina-

t i o n o f a l a r g e n r r - b " r o f u n o r i e n t e d f r a g m e n t s ' F o r t h e s t u d e n t ' t h e
actual determination of a specif'c index of refraction gives him confi-

dence in the accuracy of his iork while the lack of a definiteness of pur-

pose of a statistical method engenders uncertainty'


